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Di Linhan knew that if he did not spill some blood this time, he would not be able to satisfy the little 

rascal… . , he could only lick his old face and say: “Little Nine Lass, this time uncle has really wronged 

you. These three immortal artifacts are just a small token of uncle’s goodwill… . .” 

 

 

Before di Linhan could finish his words, Yun Chujiu had already snatched the immortal artifact over. 

 

 

Di Linhan’s heart was filled with joy. It looked like Little Jiu had forgiven him. Just as he was about to ask 

Yun Chujiu to help him deal with the situation… . , he heard Yun chujiu say: “My Lord Hall Master, these 

three immortal artifacts can be considered to have barely made up for a tiny bit of my injuries. Will you 

continue to make up for it or continue to make up for it?” 

 

 

The corners of Di Linhan’s eyes twitched violently. Barely? A tiny bit? Aren’t you a little too greedy? 

Three immortal artifacts are still too little? Moreover, haven’t you usually taken a lot from me? 

 

 

However, Di Linhan also knew that he was in the wrong this time, so he could only grit his teeth and say: 

“Little Jiu, this immortal artifact is not like cabbages. I can only give you two more at most!” 

 

 

“Two is fine too. Immortal artifacts are not enough to make up for spirit artifacts. Please give me some 

more spirit artifacts instead of attacking them. I want defensive spirit artifacts.”Yun Chujiu said 

shamelessly. 

 

 



Di Linhan had no choice but to throw in more defensive spirit artifacts. Although the pain was 

excruciating, but when he thought about it, the temple of Immortals would belong to bei Ming and Little 

Jiu sooner or later. He would just treat it as giving it to her in advance. With that thought in mind… . , his 

heart felt a little better. 

 

 

After Yun Chujiu kept the things, she asked with a smile: “Uncle, did you look for me just to give me 

spirit artifacts?” 

 

 

The corners of Di Linhan’s mouth twitched a little. The Little Rascal’s face had changed so quickly! After 

keeping the things, the way he addressed her immediately changed from Lord Palace Master to Uncle! 

 

 

Di Linhan rubbed his hands together and said a little awkwardly: “Little Jiu girl, actually, I came first to 

give you a spirit tool and secondly, your aunt has been angry with me. Do you have any good ideas?” 

 

 

Yun chujiu giggled: “Uncle, you were able to woo my aunt all those years ago, why are you looking for 

me now?” 

 

 

Di Linhan was stunned: “Little Nine Lass, you, what do you mean by that?” 

 

“Uncle, it’s very simple, you bring out the energy that you used to woo my aunt, and bring out the spirit 

of not being afraid of suffering and being Shameless, you will definitely be able to change my aunt’s 

mind!”! “In addition, I’ll give you a priceless piece of advice. That is, you must not say anything nice 

about your three junior sisters in front of my aunt. The more you dislike them, the better. It will 

definitely work! 

 



 

“Uncle-in-law, actually, there are some things that I, as a junior, should not say. However, I have to say 

that in regards to the treatment of the white lotus flowers, you are really not as good as brother Bei 

Ming…” When did brother Bei Ming ever treat those white lotus flowers well? Therefore, we won’t be at 

odds with each other. 

 

 

Oh, and the most important thing is that you have to believe my aunt no matter what. If the person who 

came a few days ago was my aunt’s senior brother, and my aunt protected him in every way.., how are 

you feeling? 

 

 

Uncle, this is all I can help you with. The rest is up to you.” 

 

 

Di Linhan nodded thoughtfully. “Little Jiu girl, thank you very much. I’ll be going back now.” 

 

 

Yun chujiu nodded. “Uncle, please take care!” 

 

 

Di Linhan had not gone far when he heard Yun chujiu shouting from behind with a smile. “Uncle, about 

that, if you really can’t handle it, give me a few more immortal artifacts and I’ll give you more advice.” 

 

 

Di Linhan staggered. Your consultation fee is really too expensive, I should settle it myself! 


